Happy Stories

- The travelling cat chronicles by Hiro Arikawa
- Lessons from Lucy: the simple joys of an old, happy dog by Dave Barry
- Night of miracles: a novel by Elizabeth Berg
- A walk in the woods: rediscovering America on the Appalachian Trail by Bill Bryson
- The endless beach by Jenny Colgan
- The wonder boy of Whistle Stop by Fannie Flagg
- The midnight library by Matt Haig
- The book charmer by Karen Hawkins
- How to find love in a bookshop by Veronica Henry
- All creatures great and small by James Herriot
- My Italian bulldozer by Alexander McCall Smith
- A fine and pleasant misery by Patrick F. McManus
Happy Stories

The city baker's guide to country living by Louise Miller

The love story of Missy Carmichael by Beth Morrey

The switch by Beth O'Leary

The curious charms of Arthur Pepper by Phaedra Patrick

Dear Mrs. Bird: a novel by A. J. Pearce

The authenticity project by Clare Pooley

Nine women, one dress by Jane L. Rosen

Major Pettigrew's last stand by Helen Simonson

Sourdough: a novel by Robin Sloan

Reasons to be cheerful by Nina Stibbe

The lager queen of Minnesota by J. Ryan Stradal

Fingal O'Reilly, Irish doctor by Patrick Taylor

The storied life of A.J. Fikry by Gabrielle Zevin